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Abstract—This paper addresses the energy-latency trade-off
in distributed application offloading, in which an energy-limited
handset offloads totally or partially an application to one or
several virtual machines (VMs) located in remote locations or
access points (APs) close to the mobile terminal (MT). One of
the APs (the serving AP) provides radio access to the MT and
is connected to the VMs through non-ideal backhaul (BH) links.
In this setting, we optimize the offloading strategy (including
the joint optimization of radio and computational resources)
to minimize the energy consumption at the MT subject to a
maximum latency constraint. In addition, we propose robust
designs to cope with imperfect acquisition of the channel state
information (CSI) and the BH parameters. Our findings show
that, as far as the energy-latency trade-off is concerned, the
optimal order of activation of the VMs does not depend on their
processing capabilities but the delays of the BH links. However,
once a VM is selected to participate in the processing, the optimal
amount of processing allocated to such VM depends on its
computational capabilities as well as on the features (capacity and
delay) of the BH link. Additionally, offloading decisions become
more conservative as the uncertainty in CSI and BH parameters
increases.
Index Terms—application offloading, battery savings, energy
efficiency, energy-latency trade-off, robust design.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The almost universal adoption of advanced smartphones
has produced a direct impact on the technical requirements
of networks. Mobile network operators have been compelled
to adopt new standards so as to provide higher bit-rates and
widespread coverage to the users [1]. One of the current
trends is based on the exploitation of small cell deployments
and dense self-organized networks [2]–[4]. In this framework,
reducing the coverage area of each access point (AP) allows
for higher area spectral efficiencies and lower transmission
powers.
In addition to the previous aspects, which have been dealt
extensively in the literature over the last years, others are
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also being contemplated. Currently, users demand not only for
high bit-rates, but also high performance in the execution of
complex applications on their smartphones. This requires the
mobile terminals (MTs) to have high memory and computational resources, which entail a high energy consumption and
a reduction of the MT battery lifetime. To solve the problem,
the cloud concept for remote computing (known as mobile
cloud computing (MCC)) has been proposed [5]–[7]. One
possible approach for MCC is based on the use of remote
clouds, such as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [8].
In this regard, the management and architectural aspects of
MCC have been analyzed in [9]. References like [10] and
[11] perform experimental evaluations of the energy saving
associated to application offloading. Works in [12]–[14] focus
on the optimization of the offloading strategies by taking into
account the energy cost of the radio interface (e.g., 3G or WiFi), but without including the actual channel state of the radio
link for data transfer optimization. The radio-cloud interaction
is addressed in [15], which includes the energy cost associated
to offloading when the MT is transmitting.
The main benefit of the MCC solution stems from the
provision of very high storage capacities and computational
resources. However, some inconveniences have to be considered. One of the main disadvantages is that these clouds
may be situated far away from the end user, which entails
high delays that may vary depending on the saturation of the
network and the quality of the backhaul (BH) links. A possible
solution to cope with this comes from the edge-cloud concept
or mobile edge computing (MEC) [16], [17]. Recent surveys
on architecture and computation offloading and radio-andcomputational resource management for MEC can be found
in [18] and [19], respectively.
The key idea of MEC is to enhance the APs, owned by
the end-users or by the operators, with some computational
and storage capacities. In this way, end users could offload
the execution of their applications to closeby servers. In other
words, the cloud is moved to the edge of the network, implying
shorter distances between the MT and the computing entities
and, therefore, shorter delays. According to this concept, in
[20] the radio-cloud interaction in MEC is addressed by taking
into account the energy cost associated to offloading towards a
single serving AP and the current (perfectly acquired) channel
conditions of the radio link for uplink (UL) and downlink
(DL) transmissions.The radio-cloud interaction for the case in
which multiple APs access to a common edge-cloud server is
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addressed in [21]. The main drawback of the MEC approach
is, however, that the external computational power and storage,
while larger than those of an MT, might be significantly
lower than those corresponding to classical remote clouds.
In this line, authors in [22] optimize the offloading strategy
considering a scenario where one AP, with computational
capabilities, and a remote cloud assist the MT in executing
applications.
In this paper, we study a hybrid scenario that is composed of
virtual machines (VMs) running in close APs and VMs located
at remote locations, which are connected through non-ideal BH
links that involve higher delays. Our goal is to determine how
increasing the pool of heterogeneous computational network
resources improves the trade-off between latency and energy
consumption at the MT. To that end, we need to answer three
key questions:
1) how does having more than one available VM impact
on the decision of doing offloading?,
2) is it better to do all the remote processing in the closest
AP or, despite the delay of the non-ideal BH, is it better
to do the processing in remote VMs if they have better
processing capabilities?, and
3) does offloading and the availability of multiple VMs
allow reducing effectively the energy spent by MTs?
The answers to these questions will depend on the quality of
the BH links that connect the serving AP and the VMs, in
terms of round-trip delays and capacities. Furthermore, different sources of imperfection might appear in the acquisition
of the system parameters, namely imperfect acquisition of
the channel state information (CSI) (both for UL and DL
transmissions) and imperfect acquisition of the parameters that
characterize the BH links (i.e., capacity and round-trip delay).
To cope with the different error sources, worst-case robust
designs against parameters estimation errors can be used.
By taking into account the above considerations, this paper
optimizes the offloading strategy (including the joint optimization of radio and computational resources) in a hybrid scenario
composed of close and remote VMs that are connected to
the serving AP through non-ideal and heterogeneous BH
links. The optimization aims at minimizing the total energy
spent by the MT for UL, DL, and local processing, subject
to a maximum latency constraint in the execution of the
application. The main contributions of this work are:
●

●

●

we derive the optimal order of activation of the available
VMs,
we derive the optimal distribution of the offloaded tasks
among the multiple available VMs, and
we propose robust designs for optimizing energy-latency
trade-offs under imperfect acquisition of CSI (for UL and
DL) and BH link parameters (capacity and delay).

This paper uses some results from [20] that addressed a
scenario with a single VM deployed at the serving AP and
perfect CSI acquisition. Thus, the fact of having multiple VMs
(and therefore the need of dealing with their activation and the
distribution of tasks), the impact of non-ideal BH links, and
the imperfect acquisition of the system parameters were not
considered in [20].
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Fig. 1: Scenario for application offloading from MT to multiple VMs. The MT
communicates through a radio link with the serving AP, which is connected to N VMs
(either in close or remote locations) through non-ideal BH links.

Organization: The paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the system description, the energy consumption
models, and the sources of imperfection. Section III proposes
robust precoding designs against imperfect CSI acquisition for
UL and DL transmissions. Section IV formulates and solves
the complete problem for offloading optimization by including
multiple VMs with non-ideal BH links. Finally, Sections V and
VI present numerical results and conclusions, respectively.
Notation: In this paper, scalars are denoted by italic letters.
Boldface lower-case and upper-case letters denote vectors and
matrices, respectively. For given scalars a and b, min(a, b),
max(a, b), (a)+ , ∣a∣, and log2 (a), denote the minimum between a and b, the maximum between a and b, the maximum
between a and 0, the modulus of a, and the base-2 logarithm,
respectively. J0 (.) refers to the zero-order Bessel function
of the first kind. Pr(a≤b) denotes the probability of a being
smaller than or equal to b. For a given matrix A, the hermitian
matrix is denoted by AH and [A]i,j refers to the (i, j)-th
element of the matrix. The operators ∣A∣, Tr(A), E{A}, ∣∣A∣∣F ,
∣∣A∣∣2 , refer to the determinant,
√ the trace, the expectation,
the Frobenius norm (i.e. ∣∣A∣∣F = Tr(AAH )), and the spectral
norm (i.e. ∣∣A∣∣2 =σmax (A)), respectively. σmax (A) denotes the
maximum singular value of matrix A and λi (A) refers to its
i-th eigenvalue (when sorting eigenvalues in decreasing order).
A⪰B means that matrix A−B is positive semidefinite. Matrix
I denotes the identity matrix. Cm×n refers to an m by n
dimensional complex space.

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
This section presents the complete system description, the
energy consumption models at the MT for UL and DL transmissions, and the sources of imperfections with its associated
error modeling.
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A. System Description
We consider a general setup where N VMs, placed in neighboring APs or at remote entities in the network, are available
to process the MT application either totally or partially. One
of the APs (the serving AP) provides radio access for the MT
and is connected to the VMs through non-ideal BH links, as
shown in Fig. 1. As in [20], the complexity of the application
is abstracted in terms of the computation cycles per processed
bit ratio, measured in cycles/bit (see [10] for some practical
values obtained from measurements), and the data load that is
measured by the number of bits to be processed, Sapp .
We focus on data partitioned oriented applications, for
which the total amount of data to be processed (Sapp ) is known
and the execution can be parallelized into processes (see [20]
for a detailed description of the types of applications for
which different offloading strategies are needed). Examples of
data partitioned oriented applications include virus scanning,
file/video compression, and face recognition. Accordingly, the
total load can be split into two parts: one to be processed
locally at the MT, sP0 , and another to be processed remotely
at the VMs, sP1 . When several VMs are available, sP1 can be
further distributed among them and the i-th VM will process
(i)
(i)
sP bits so that ∑N
i=1 sP =sP1 (see Fig. 1). No precedence
relations of the tasks assigned to the VMs is considered.
Including precedence relations of the tasks would require other
tools (see [23]), and lies out of the scope of this paper. We
assume that the processing time is proportional to the number
of bits to be processed (which is reasonable for data partitioned
oriented applications).
The computing energy efficiency (i.e. amount of computation that can be performed with a given energy) can be
measured in cycles/Joule (see [10]). To simplify the analysis
we will use the energy required to process one bit at the
MT, denoted by εP0 . This parameter accounts jointly for the
computation to data ratio (in cycles/bit) and the computing
energy efficiency (in cycles/Joule). Similarly, we define the
time required to process one bit at the MT (τP0 ) and the VMs
(i)
({τP }). These parameters account jointly for the computation
to data ratio (in cycles/bit) and the CPU rate (in cycles/second).
We assume that the computing model for the VMs is the same
as that for the MT, but that the VMs have higher computational
power than the MT, i.e., higher memory, higher CPU speed,
etc. The computational power impacts on the time required
to complete the computation tasks, which is a key parameter
in the offloading decision. The numerical values used in the
simulation results section illustrate this.
In our model, the amount of bits to be exchanged between the MT and the serving AP is proportional to sP1 ,
i.e. sUL =βUL sP1 for the UL and sDL =βDL sP1 for the DL,
where βUL and βDL are proportionality factors that model
the overhead in the radio communication. Note that these
communication overhead factors could also account for additional information to be offloaded from the MT to the VMs
in addition to the data, if needed, such as the program code
and/or the execution state. The durations of the UL and DL
communication, tUL and tDL , depend on the selected UL
and DL rates, rUL and rDL . As higher rates usually imply

higher power consumptions, the power consumed by the MT
when communicating with the serving AP in UL and DL is,
in general, a function of the communication rate, although
the precise expressions depend on the consumption model
considered for the MT.
For the wireless communication stage, we consider a
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system and, thus, we
denote the number of antenna elements at the serving AP and
the MT by nAP and nMT , respectively.
Note that the selected UL and DL rates, rUL and rDL ,
are limited by the maximum rates supported by the UL and
DL channels, which are denoted by RUL,max and RDL,max ,
respectively. RUL,max and RDL,max depend on the maximum
powers of the transmitters and the specific MIMO channel
conditions through Shannon’s law [20]. In case of imperfect
CSI conditions, the computation of RUL,max and RDL,max is
derived in Section III by following a robust strategy.
Additionally, the BH link that connects the serving AP and
the i-th VM (i.e. the i-th BH link) is abstracted in terms
of the BH capacity (including losses due to overhead) when
(i)
(i)
uploading, {CVM,UL }, and downloading, {CVM,DL }, plus a
(i)
constant round-trip delay, {τB } (see Fig. 1) [24]. In case that
the serving AP hosted a VM (e.g., the j-th VM), the param(j)
(j)
eters associated to such VM would be: τB =0, CVM,UL →∞,
(j)
CVM,DL →∞.
We assume that the offloading strategy optimization is
performed at the AP, which has the knowledge of the CSI
in DL and UL as well as the map of the available BH links
and their characteristics towards close and remote VMs.
B. Energy Consumption Models
According to [20], [25], from the UL power consumption,
pUL , the energy spent by the MT to send sUL information bits
during tUL seconds in the UL transmission is modeled as
pUL tUL = ktx,1 tUL + ktx,2 tUL Tr(Q̃UL ),

(1)

where ktx,1 is a constant related to the extra power consumption
for having the radio frequency and baseband transmission
circuitries switched on, ktx,2 is a constant that measures the
linear increase of the transmitted power consumption with
the radiated power, and Q̃UL ∈CnMT ×nMT denotes the UL power
transmit covariance matrix selected at the MT. Notice that, as
it will be shown in Section III-B, Q̃UL should be chosen in
such a way that the communication link does support the UL
UL
.
rate rUL = stUL
In the DL, the power consumption at the MT, pDL , increases
with the decoding rate. Hence, the energy spent by the MT
to receive sDL information bits during tDL seconds in the DL
transmission can be modeled by [20], [26]
pDL tDL = krx,1 tDL + krx,2 sDL ,

(2)

where krx,1 is a constant related to the extra power consumption for having the reception circuitry switched on and krx,2
is a constant that measures the linear increase of the power
DL
.
consumption with the decoding rate rDL = stDL
Even though these energy consumption models are fairly
simple, by adjusting properly the constants ktx,1 , ktx,2 , krx,1 ,
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and krx,2 , they can provide estimations for the spent power
that are close to practical measurements, as those presented
in [26]. Moreover, because of their simplicity, the models in
(1) and (2) make easier to capture the essential trade-offs of
the problem considered, as compared to other more complex
models available in the literature (e.g., [26]).
These energy consumption models will be used in Sections
III and IV-C. However, as we will see in Section IV-B, the
optimal distribution of the offloaded tasks among the multiple
VMs is independent of the energy consumption models for the
MT and, therefore, can be adopted for any energy consumption
model that could be used.
Note that the energy consumption required at the MT and
the AP for CSI acquisition is not considered because CSI
acquisition is performed in any case for other purposes (e.g.,
channel equalization, precoding/decoding, DL/UL scheduling,
etc.) and so the fact of making offloading does not imply
having to carry out an additional CSI acquisition.

spectively, and that the channel estimates (ĤUL and ĤDL ) are
obtained by using the minimum mean square error (MMSE)
Bayesian approach [30] based on a training phase with i.i.d.
complex circularly symmetric Gaussian noise. Then, according
to the model in (3), the statistics of the actual channels (HUL
and HDL ) conditioned on the observations in the training
phase follow a Gaussian distribution with mean ĤUL and
2
2
ĤDL and variances σUL
and σDL
, respectively. Therefore, the
components of the channel estimation errors ∆UL =HUL −ĤUL
and ∆DL =HDL −ĤDL in (3) are also i.i.d. complex circularly
2
symmetric Gaussian with zero mean and variances σUL
and
2
2
2
σDL , respectively. The variances σUL and σDL depend on
the quality of the channel estimates and the imperfections
that generate the errors during the CSI acquisition process
(i.e. channel estimation errors and feedback delay errors).
More precisely, assuming that the channel temporal evolution
follows Jake’s model [29], the variances are given by:
2
2
σUL
= σh,UL

2
(1 − J02 (2πfd,UL tdel,UL )) ⎞
⎛ 1 + γUL σh,UL
,
2
1 + γUL σh,UL
⎠
⎝

(4)

2
2
σDL
= σh,DL

2
(1 − J02 (2πfd,DL tdel,DL )) ⎞
⎛ 1 + γDL σh,DL
,
2
1 + γDL σh,DL
⎝
⎠

(5)

C. Sources of Imperfection
We consider two sources of imperfections in the system:
● errors in the acquisition of the CSI for wireless UL and
DL transmissions and
● errors in the acquisition of the BH parameters that describe the BH capacity and the BH round-trip delay.
In particular, CSI acquisition errors will impact on the energy
consumption for the wireless communication betwen the MT
and serving AP, and also on the maximum UL and DL rates
that can be supported, RUL,max and RDL,max . On the other hand,
BH parameter acquisition errors will affect the BH modeling
between the serving AP and the different VMs. In what follows
we present the model for every error.
1) CSI Acquisition Errors: Errors in CSI acquisition can
arise either due to channel estimation errors or to feedback
delay errors [27]. Channel estimation errors take place due to
the presence of noise during the training phase to estimate the
channel. Thus, its associated error is related to the transmit
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that is used for channel estimation
[28]. On the other hand, feedback delay errors appear due
to a likely non-negligible delay between the instant in which
the CSI is acquired and the instant in which the CSI is used
to design and carry out the communication. In this case,
the error depends on the channel coherence time and the
aforementioned time delay [29].
Accordingly, instead of taking the estimated channels
as perfect channel estimates (naive approach) for UL and
DL, ĤUL ∈CnAP ×nMT and ĤDL ∈CnMT ×nAP , respectively, we consider that the actual channel matrices HUL ∈CnAP ×nMT and
HDL ∈CnMT ×ntextAP can be written as
HUL = ĤUL + ∆UL ,

HDL = ĤDL + ∆DL ,

(3)

where ĤUL and ĤDL refer to the imperfect channel estimates,
and ∆UL and ∆DL denote the channel estimation errors.
Lemma 1: Assume that the actual channel matrices (HUL
and HDL ) are composed of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex circularly symmetric Gaussian com2
2
ponents with zero mean and variance σh,UL
and σh,DL
, re-

where γUL and γDL denote the transmit SNR for channel
estimation in UL and DL, respectively, fd,UL and fd,DL are the
Doppler frequencies in UL and DL, respectively, and tdel,UL
and tdel,DL refer to the time delay in UL and DL, respectively.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Motivated by these results, we define uncertainty regions
for the channel estimation errors in UL and DL, respectively,
through the following spheres:
∣∣∆UL ∣∣F ≤ UL ,

∣∣∆DL ∣∣F ≤ DL .

(6)

As channel estimation errors are i.i.d. Gaussian distributed, they will be inside the uncertainty regions with
a certain probability pin <1, i.e. Pr(∣∣∆UL ∣∣F ≤UL )=pin and
Pr(∣∣∆DL ∣∣F ≤DL )=pin . The probability of belonging to the
regions (pin ) is related to the size of the uncertainty regions
as follows:
√
√
2 ,
2 ,
UL = 12 φ−1 (pin )σUL
DL = 12 φ−1 (pin )σDL
(7)
2
2
where σUL
and σDL
are the ones in (4)-(5) and φ(.) is the
cumulative density function of the chi-square distribution with
2nAP nMT degrees of freedom (since channel estimation errors
are composed of nAP nMT components, each with independent
real and imaginary parts) [31].
Note that the uncertainty regions in (6) take into account
the quality of the channel estimate and the imperfections that
generate the errors. Furthermore, as shown in (7), the size of
these uncertainty regions is larger as the quality of the CSI
decreases (e.g., as the transmit SNR for channel estimation
diminishes). CSI acquisition errors will be addressed in Section III to derive robust precoding designs for optimizing the
energy-latency trade-offs under imperfect CSI conditions.

2) BH Capacity and Delay Acquisition Errors: To properly
model BH links, acquisition of the BH capacities and the BH
round-trip delays is required. There are many techniques to
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estimate different characteristics (bandwidth, capacity, delay)
of BH links. In particular, to estimate the end-to-end capacity
of a link, the packet pair/train dispersion (PPTD) technique
[32] can be used. PPTD estimates the capacity of a link
from the dispersion (spacing) experienced by multiple packet
pairs. Even though it is simple in principle, PPTD technique
produces erroneous estimates mainly due to the presence of
cross traffic in the link, which either increases or decreases
the capacity estimate [33]. In order to mitigate the effect of
cross traffic, a packed-pair delay tracking is introduced in [34],
whereby only the dispersion of packet pairs with minimum
end-to-end delay are used for capacity estimation. In this way,
errors lower than a 10% are obtained. On the other hand, to
estimate BH round-trip time delays, time stamps on packet
trains can be used and, therefore, the same impairments as for
BH capacity estimation arise (i.e. cross traffic) [32].
Based on the results described in the previous papers, instead of taking the BH capacity estimation when uploading and
(i)
(i)
downloading towards the i-th BH link, ĈVM,UL and ĈVM,DL ,
respectively, as perfect (naive approach), we consider that the
(i)
(i)
actual BH capacities, CVM,UL and CVM,DL , are expressed as
(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

CVM,UL = ĈVM,UL + ∆C,UL , CVM,DL = ĈVM,DL + ∆C,DL , (8)
(i)

under imperfect CSI conditions. To deal with imperfect CSI
acquisition, we use worst-case robust designs, for which the
worst channel estimation error that satisfies the bound in (6)
is considered [35]. We aim at optimizing the DL and UL
transmit covariance matrices for fixed values of sDL , tDL ,
sUL , and tUL . The design of sDL , tDL , sUL , and tUL , will be
later addressed in Section IV through the complete offloading
problem statement, which is formulated based on the optimal
transmit covariance matrices and the energy functions that we
derive in this section.
Before proceeding let us recall that, for any matrix A, the
spectral norm ∣∣A∣∣2 =σmax (A) satisfies ∣∣A∣∣2 ≤∣∣A∣∣F [36, Sect.
10.3]. Therefore, the uncertainty regions defined in (6) are
included in the following uncertainty regions:
σmax (∆UL ) ≤ UL ,

(i)

(i)

∣∆C,UL ∣ ≤ C,UL ,

(i)

(i)

∣∆C,DL ∣ ≤ C,DL .
(i)

(9)
(i)

For example, according to [34], C,UL and C,DL can be
considered to be a 10% of the nominal value under PPTD
with packet-pair delay tracking.
Similarly, the actual round-trip delay for the i-th BH link
(i)
(τB ) can be expressed as a function of the BH round-trip
(i)
delay estimate (τ̂B ) as
(i)
τB

=

(i)
τ̂B

+ ∆(i)
τ ,

(10)

(i)

where ∆τ denotes the BH round-trip delay estimation error
and we assume it to be bounded as
(i)
∣∆(i)
τ ∣ ≤ τ .

(11)

BH capacity and BH round-trip delay acquisition errors will
be incorporated in Section IV-A within the global problem
formulation.
Finally, let us remark that the uncertainty regions defined
for CSI in (6), BH capacity in (9), and BH round-trip delay in
(11), address errors in the acquisition of the system parameters.
Nevertheless, these uncertainty regions could be properly expanded to cover variations of the system parameters according
to some temporal evolution. In this case, the robust designs
presented in what follows could cover random variations of
the system parameters that could come up between the start
and the end of the application offloading procedure.
III. ROBUST P RECODER D ESIGN FOR O PTIMIZING
E NERGY-L ATENCY T RADE - OFFS
This section proposes robust precoder designs for optimizing the energy-latency trade-offs in DL and UL transmissions

(12)

The uncertainty regions in (12) are larger and contain the
ones in (6). However, they would allow us to derive simple
hyper robust design solutions in closed-form by applying the
framework developed in [37].
H
H
Let us define GUL =HH
UL HUL , GDL =HDL HDL , ĜUL =ĤUL ĤUL
H
and ĜDL =ĤDL ĤDL , so that
GUL = ĜUL + G∆,UL ,

(i)

where ∆C,UL and ∆C,DL denote the BH capacity estimation
errors. We assume that these errors are bounded as

σmax (∆DL ) ≤ DL .

GDL = ĜDL + G∆,DL ,

(13)

H
H
where
G∆,UL =ĤUL ∆UL +∆H
and
UL ĤUL +∆UL ∆UL
H
H
H
G∆,DL =ĤDL ∆DL +∆DL ĤDL +∆DL ∆DL . By using eigenvalue

inequalities related to the sum and the product of matrices, it
is shown in [37, Sect. 7.3.1] that the singular value bounds
in (12) can be transformed into the following bounds for the
eigenvalues of the matrices G∆,UL and G∆,DL in (13):
∣λi (G∆,UL ) − 2UL ∣ ≤ G,UL ,

∣λi (G∆,DL ) − 2DL ∣ ≤ G,DL , (14)

where
G,UL = 2UL σmax (ĤUL ),

G,DL = 2DL σmax (ĤDL ).

(15)

By using the relations in (13) and the following eigenvalue deH
H
compositions ĜUL =V̂UL D̂UL V̂UL and ĜDL =V̂DL D̂DL V̂DL , it can
be shown that the bounds in (14) imply that the eigenvalues
of GUL and GDL are lower-bounded by:
λi (GUL ) ≥ (λi (ĜUL ) − G,UL − 2UL )+ ,

(16)

(λi (ĜDL ) − G,DL − 2DL )+ .

(17)

λi (GDL ) ≥

Equivalently, the bounds in (16)-(17) can be compactly expressed as
H

GUL ⪰ V̂UL (D̂UL − (G,UL +2UL )I)+ V̂UL = ĞUL , (18)
H

GDL ⪰ V̂DL (D̂DL − (G,DL +2DL )I)+ V̂DL = ĞDL . (19)
Therefore, worst-case robust designs with imperfect CSI can
be obtained in practice simply by using the lower bounds ĞUL
and ĞDL in lieu of GUL and GDL , respectively, as we will see
in the forthcoming subsections.
A. Robust Design for DL
In the DL transmission, a pair of values of sDL and tDL
DL
is
is admissible whenever the corresponding rate rDL = stDL
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supported for the worst case-scenario (i.e. the worst channel).
In this setup, our objective is to maximize such rate for the
worst channel by using a robust design of the DL power
transmit covariance matrix, so that the set of admissible values
for sDL and tDL is enlarged. Accordingly, for any value of sDL
and tDL , the robust design for DL with imperfect CSI can be
formulated, including the error modeling in (3)-(6), as:
maximize min WDL log2 ∣I + HDL Q̃DL HH
DL ∣
Q̃DL

∆DL

(20)

B. Robust Design for UL
In the UL transmission, for a fixed value of sUL and tUL ,
the worst-case design of the UL transmit covariance matrix
with imperfect CSI is formulated to minimize the UL energy
consumption at the MT subject to a maximum transmit power
constraint and the fact that the UL rate should be lower than
the rate supported by the worst channel, including the error
modeling in (3)-(6):
minimize ktx,1 τUL + ktx,2 Tr(QUL )

subject to A1 ∶ Tr(Q̃DL ) ≤ Ptx,AP ,

subject to B1 ∶ sUL ≤ WUL τUL min log2 ∣I +

A2 ∶ Q̃DL ⪰ 0,

∆UL

A3 ∶ HDL = ĤDL + ∆DL ,

B3 ∶ Tr(QUL ) ≤ τUL Ptx,MT ,

where we have modeled the rate according to the Shannon’s
law, Q̃DL represents the DL power transmit covariance matrix
at the serving AP, Ptx,AP denotes the transmit power available
at the serving AP, and WDL refers to the available bandwidth.
Equivalently, problem (20) can be written more compactly
through the use of the definition in (13) and the bound in
(14) for DL, as:
G∆,DL

Q̃DL

1
H Q HH ∣,
τUL UL UL UL

B2 ∶ τUL = tUL ,

A4 ∶ ∣∣∆DL ∣∣F ≤ DL ,

maximize min WDL log2 ∣I + Q̃DL GDL ∣

(23)

QUL ,τUL

(21)

subject to A1, A2,
A3 ∶ GDL = ĜDL + G∆,DL ,

B4 ∶ QUL ⪰ 0,
B5 ∶ HUL = ĤUL + ∆UL ,
B6 ∶ ∣∣∆UL ∣∣F ≤ UL ,
where QUL denotes the UL energy covariance matrix, Ptx,MT
denotes the maximum transmit power at the MT, and WUL
refers to the available bandwidth. Note that QUL is related
to the UL power transmit covariance matrix, Q̃UL , through
QUL =tUL Q̃UL . More compactly, problem (23) can be formulated through the use of the definition in (13) and the bound
in (14) for UL as:

A4 ∶ ∣λi (G∆,DL ) − 2DL ∣ ≤ G,DL ,

minimize ktx,1 τUL + ktx,2 Tr(QUL )

A5 ∶ GDL = GH
DL ⪰ 0.

subject to B1 ∶ sUL ≤ WUL τUL min log2 ∣I +
G∆,UL

Now, since the objective function is nondecreasing by
definition, we can use the lower bound for GDL in (19) to
finally write problem (21) as:
maximize WDL log2 ∣I + Q̃DL ĞDL ∣

(24)

QUL ,τUL

B2, B3, B4,
B5 ∶ GUL = ĜUL + G∆,UL ,
B6 ∶ ∣λi (G∆,UL ) − 2UL ∣ ≤ G,UL ,

(22)

B7 ∶ GUL = GH
UL ⪰ 0.

Q̃DL

subject to A1, A2.
Problem (22) is a convex problem that is equivalent to problem
(14) in [20] except that GDL has been replaced by ĞDL . Fur⋆
thermore, the optimal solution to problem (22) (Q̃DL ) can be
obtained through a simple water-filling [38]. Consequently, the
maximum DL rate RDL,max is given by the optimal value of the
⋆
objective function in (22), i.e. RDL,max =WDL log2 ∣I+Q̃DL ĞDL ∣.
The obtained RDL,max will be lower as compared to the perfect
CSI case due to the robust design, since the eigenvalues of ĞDL
are lowered according to the estimation error variance in DL
(see (19)).
Summarizing, eDL (sDL , tDL )=krx,1 tDL +krx,2 sDL (see (2)) is
a valid expression for the DL energy consumption whenever rDL ≤RDL,max , with RDL,max obtained from (22). In
addition, note that the DL energy consumption normalized by the number of bits to be received reduces to
,tDL ) krx,1
= rDL +krx,2 and depends only on the DL
ēDL (rDL )= eDL (ssDL
DL
rate, rDL .

1
Q G ∣,
τUL UL UL

Now, we can use the lower bound for GUL in (19) to finally
write problem (24) as:
minimize ktx,1 τUL + ktx,2 Tr(QUL )

(25)

QUL ,τUL

subject to B1 ∶ sUL ≤ WUL τUL log2 ∣I +

1
Q Ğ ∣,
τUL UL UL

B2, B3, B4.
Problem (25) is similar to problem (11) in [20] except that GUL
has been replaced by ĞUL and that we have included explicitly
the transmit power constraint B3. Whenever problem (25) is
feasible, the optimal UL energy covariance matrix (Q⋆UL ) can
be obtained by applying a water-filling among the eigenmodes
of ĞUL (whose eigenvalues are (λi (ĜUL ) − G,UL − 2UL )+ , see
(17)) so that B1 is fulfilled with equality.
In the context of problem (25), we define the maximum
UL
UL rate RUL,max as the maximum value of rUL = stUL
for which
problem (25) is feasible. Since more energy is needed in the
robust case, the value of RUL,max will be lower than the one of
the perfect CSI case. The value of RUL,max in the robust case
can be calculated based on the expressions (16)-(17) in [20] by
substituting λi by (λi (ĜUL ) − G,UL − 2UL )+ (in other words,
RUL,max is the rate obtained when all the available transmit
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power is used).
The cost function of problem in (25) evaluated at
⋆
Q⋆UL and τUL
depends on the parameters tUL and sUL
that appear in the constraints, and will be denoted by
⋆
eUL (tUL , sUL )=ktx,1 τUL
+ktx,2 Tr(Q⋆UL ) (see (1)). According to
[39, Sec. 5.6.1], this function is jointly convex w.r.t. tUL and
sUL . Furthermore, the UL energy consumption normalized
by the number of bits to be transmitted depends only on
,sUL )
, and has a single
the UL rate rUL , i.e. ēUL (rUL )= eUL (tsUL
UL
minimum (see Lemma 2 of [20] for an equivalent proof). In
the following, we will use ŘUL to denote the UL rate that
minimizes eUL (rUL ).
IV. O FFLOADING O PTIMIZATION
In this section we formulate and solve the complete problem
for offloading optimization by including multiple VMs with
non-ideal BH links. First, in Section IV-A the complete
problem is formulated. Then, in Section IV-B, for a given
offloaded load, the optimal load distribution among the VMs
is derived, which is independent of the energy consumption
model of the MT. Next, in Section IV-C, this result is used
to compute the solution of the complete problem. Finally,
complexity analysis is included in Section IV-D.
A. Global Problem Statement
We focus on minimizing the total energy spent by the
MT subject to a maximum latency in the execution of the
application, Lmax , which is associated to a certain quality
of experience perceived by the user. The energy consumed
by the MT is the sum of the energy consumed for UL
transmission, eUL (tUL , βUL sP1 ), local processing, εP0 sP0 , and
DL transmission, eDL (tDL , βDL sP1 ).
By taking into account the previous definitions, the problem
can be formulated as follows1 :
minimize
(i)

eUL (tUL , βUL sP1 ) + εP0 sP0 + eDL (tDL , βDL sP1 )

sP0 ,sP1 ,{sP },
tUL ,tDL

subject to C1 ∶ sP0 + sP1 = Sapp ,

(26)

C2 ∶ τP0 sP0 ≤ Lmax ,
C3 ∶ βUL sP1 ≤ tUL RUL,max ,
C4 ∶ βDL sP1 ≤ tDL RDL,max ,
N

(i)

C5 ∶ ∑i=1 sP = sP1 ,
(i) (i)

(i)

(i)

C6 ∶ tUL +τ P sP +τB +tDL ≤ Lmax if sP > 0,
(i)

C7 ∶ sP0 , sP1 , {sP }, tUL , tDL ≥ 0,
(i)

where τ P ≜

(i)
1
1
+ (i)
+τP
(i)
CVM,UL CVM,DL

, N is the number of VMs, and

RDL,max and RUL,max refer to the DL and UL maximum rates
obtained in Sections III-A and III-B, respectively, according
to the robust designs for imperfect CSI conditions.
If imperfect acquisition of BH parameters is considered,
(i)
(i)
(i)
then CVM,UL , CVM,DL , and τB in C6 should be replaced by its
worst-case values. According to the model for BH parameters
1 Note

that problem (26) generalizes the problem in [20] to the case of
multiple VMs with non-ideal BH links and imperfect acquisition of the system
parameters.

acquisition errors presented in Section II-C2, the worst-case
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
design is obtained by using ĈVM,UL −C,UL , ĈVM,DL −C,DL , and
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
τ̂B +τ in lieu of CVM,UL , CVM,DL , and τB , respectively.
Constraint C5 indicates that the offloaded bits, sP1 , are
distributed among all the VMs available. However, only those
(i)
VMs that receive a load sP >0 will be actually active.
Constraints C6 capture the latency constraints associated
to the processing in active VMs. In addition to the UL and
DL transmission time, the latency of the processing at each
active VM depends on the capacity of the i-th BH link in UL
and DL. The computation of the latency must include also the
time required for the computation in the i-th VM and the fixed
(i)
round-trip delay τB of the i-th BH link. Note that, according
to C6, the serving AP will collect the results from the active
VMs and, once all the output bits have been received, it will
forward them to the MT through the wireless DL channel.
Accordingly, the overall latency experienced by the MT is
(i) (i)
(i)
given by: L= max(sP0 τP0 , tUL + maxi (τ P sP +τB )+tDL ).
The previous formulation includes as a particular case the
situation in which the serving AP hosts a VM. The parameters
(j)
(j)
associated to such VM would be: τB =0, CVM,UL →∞ and
(j)
CVM,DL →∞. In case that this VM is the only one available,
(j)
then sP =sP1 and the problem (26) could be simplified by
removing constraint C5 and rewriting constraints C6 through a
single constraint: tUL +τP1 sP1 +tDL ≤Lmax . This particular case,
when perfect acquisitions of the system parameters (CSI in
UL, CSI in DL, BH capacity, and BH round-trip delay) is
assumed, was considered and solved in [20].
Although problem (26) is not convex due to C6, the optimal
solution can be found, as described in the following subsections.

B. Active Set of VMs and Optimal Load Distribution
In this section we present the optimal distribution of the
computational load among the VMs for a given value of sP1 .
This result, stated in Proposition 1, is valid for any energy
functions, eUL (tUL , sUL ) and eDL (tDL , sDL ), that model the
energy consumption of the MT, and will be used in Section
IV-C to compute the global optimal solution of problem (26).
Proposition 1: Consider, without loss of generality, that the
N available VMs are ordered increasingly according to the
(i)
(1)
(N )
values of τB , i.e. τB ≤...≤τB . Then, for a concrete value
of sP1 , the optimal load distribution among the N VMs is
given by:
(j)
M (sP1 ) τB

(i)

sP1 + ∑j=1

sP (sP1 ) =

(i)

M (sP1 )

τ P ∑j=1

(i)

(j)

τP
1

(j)
τP

−

τB

(i)

τP

for i = 1, ..., M (sP1 ),
(27)

(i)
sP (sP1 )

=0

for i = M (sP1 ) + 1, ..., N,

(28)

being M (sP1 ) in (27) and (28) the number of active VMs,
which is computed as the value of M̃ for which the following
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conditions hold:
(M̃ )
τB

sP1 + ∑M̃
i=1
<

M̃

∑i=1

(i)
τB
(i)
τP

and

1
(i)
τP

(M̃ +1)
τB

sP1 + ∑M̃
i=1
≥

M̃

∑i=1

(i)
τB
(i)
τP

1
(i)
τP

. (29)

Proof: See Appendix B.
From (29), it can be observed that M (sP1 ) is an integer
and increasing function defined by intervals:
(n)

M (sP1 ) = n,

(n)

if SP1 ,min < sP1 ≤ SP1 ,max ,

with l⋆ (sP1 ) given by (57) in Appendix B. Since
eUL (tUL , sUL ) is jointly convex w.r.t. tUL and sUL (see Section
III-B), and eDL (tDL , sDL ) is linear (and jointly convex) w.r.t.
tDL and sDL , all subproblems are convex (the cost function in
each subproblem is convex w.r.t. to the optimization variables
and the constraints C1,...,C7 are linear). Therefore, if they
are feasible, the solution can be found in polynomial time.
Additionally, each subproblem can be simplified through the
following steps:

(30)
●

where
(n)

(n)

(n+1)

SP1 ,max = τB

(i)

1

n

(n)

SP1 ,min = τB ∑i=1

n

(i)

τP

n
∑i=1

− ∑i=1

(i)

for n = 1, ..., N, (31)

(i)

τP

(i)

1
τP

τB

n

− ∑i=1

τB

(i)

for n = 1, ..., N − 1,

τP

(32)

●

(N )

and SP1 ,max =∞.
Although M (sP1 ) is a discrete function of sP1 , the values
(i)
of sP are continuous w.r.t. sP1 . This can be easily observed in
(n)
(27). The load of the n-th VM is zero for sP1 =SP1 ,min . Then,
as sP1 keeps on increasing, the load of the n-th VM increases
(i)
(i)
continuously as a function of the values of τB and τP of all
the VMs in the active set. According to (31)-(32) the order of
(i)
activation of VMs depends only on the values of τB .
Remark 1: For any value of sP1 , we can compute in closed
form the optimal number of active VMs (from (30)) and the
load distribution among them (from (27)-(28)). The optimal
set of active VMs is not combinatorial due to the fact that the
activation order of VMs depends exclusively on the round-trip
delay of the BH connection between the serving AP and each
(i)
VM (i.e. τB ).

●

As constraint C1 is equivalent to sP0 =Sapp −sP1 , C2 can
be written as sP1 ≥Sapp − LτPmax , and sP0 ≥0 in C7 can be
0
written as sP1 ≤Sapp . Then, sP0 can be eliminated from the
set of optimization variables and C1 is not needed. The
meaning of the lower bound on sP1 is straightforward: to
fulfill the latency constraint imposed by the application,
the amount of local processing sP0 cannot exceed LτPmax .
0
As eDL (tDL , βDL sP1 ) is a non-decreasing function w.r.t.
tDL , for a concrete value of sP1 , using the minimum value
for tDL allowed by constraint C4 will not increase the
cost function but it will make constraints C6 looser. This
will enlarge the feasible set for the rest of variables and,
consequently, the cost function can be further reduced.
Therefore, at the optimum, constraint C4 will be achieved
β sP1
with equality, i.e. t⋆DL (sP1 )= RDLDL,max
. Note that this is
equivalent to say that the optimal DL rate is RDL,max .
β s
Replacing the variable tUL by ULrULP1 , constraint C3 is
equivalent to rUL ≤RUL,max . Additionally, (34) can be rewritten as a lower bound: rUL ≥rUL,min (sP1 ), where
rUL,min (sP1 ) =

βUL sP1
β sP1
⋆
Lmax − l (sP1 ) − RDLDL,max

Lmax − ∑ni=1

(n)

(n)

C5 ∶ SP1 ,min ≤ sP1 ≤ SP1 ,max ,
⋆

C6 ∶ tUL + l (sP1 ) + tDL ≤ Lmax ,

(33)
(34)

(35)

In order to be able to find a feasible value of rUL , it is required
that rUL,min (sP1 )≤RUL,max . This is equivalent to

C. Problem Resolution
The goal of this section is to solve problem (26) and gain
insight into the essential trade-offs that appear in it. They, of
course, depend on the consumption model of the MT, captured
in the UL and DL energy functions, i.e. eUL (tUL , sUL ) and
eDL (tDL , sDL ). Although the results in Section IV-B are valid
for any UL and DL energy functions, we will now consider
again the energy functions presented in Section II-B.
Proposition 1 in Section IV-B provided the optimal distri(i)
bution of {sP (sP1 )} for a given value of sP1 . Using this
(i)
result, we can eliminate variables {sP } and constraint C5 of
problem (26). Furthermore, we may decompose problem (26)
into N subproblems, one for each of the N intervals that define
the function M (sP1 ) (see (30)) since we know the order of
activation of the VMs and we have identified the regions of
sP1 for which the different VMs are active.
The n-th subproblem (for which M (sP1 )=n) will be equal
to the original problem (26), except that constraints C5 and
C6 will be replaced by the following linear constraints:

.

sP1 ≤

βUL
RUL,max

+ ∑ni=1

1
(i)
τP

(i)

τB

(i)

τP

+

βDL
RDL,max

.

(36)

Then, re-writing the cost function in terms of the normalized energies per bit eUL (tUL , βUL sP1 )=βUL sP1 eUL (rUL )
and eDL (tDL , βUL sP1 )=βDL sP1 eDL (rDL ), the n-th subproblem
(n=1, ..., N ) is equivalent to the following problem:
minimize βUL sP1 eUL (rUL ) − εP0 sP1 + βDL sP1 eDL (RDL,max )
sP1 , rUL

subject to C1 ∶ rUL,min (sP1 ) ≤ rUL ≤ RUL,max ,
(n)

(n)

C2 ∶ S̃P1 ,min ≤ sP1 ≤ S̃P1 ,max ,
where
(n)

S̃P1 ,min = max (0, Sapp −

Lmax (n)
, SP1 ,min )
τP0

(37)

(38)

and
(i)

τ
⎛
⎞
Lmax − ∑ni=1 B(i)
τP
⎟
⎜
(n)
(n)
S̃P1 ,max = min ⎜ βUL
, SP1 ,max , Sapp ⎟ .
βDL
n
1
⎜
⎟
+
+
∑i=1 τ (i) RDL,max
⎝ RUL,max
⎠
P
(39)
Problem (37) is equal to problem (25) in [20], being the only
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TABLE I: C OMPUTATION OF THE O FFLOADING S TRATEGY

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

set e = ∞
for n = 1, . . . , N
(n)
(n)
compute S̃P1 ,min and S̃P1 ,max according to (38)-(39)
(n)
(n)
if S̃P1 ,max < S̃P1 ,min
subproblem (37) is infeasible: go to 9
otherwise
(n)
(n)
compute sP1 in the interval S̃P1 ,min ≤sP1 ≤S̃P1 ,max
to minimize fo (sP1 ) in (42)
if fo (sP1 ) < e, then e = fo (sP1 ) and s⋆P1 = sP1
end if
end for
if e = ∞
problem (26) is infeasible
otherwise
(i)⋆
⋆
⋆
, rDL
, t⋆UL , t⋆DL
based on s⋆P1 , compute: s⋆P0 , {sP }, rUL
end if

difference the value of the limits of sP1 , now given by (38)
⋆
and (39). Then, the optimal value of rUL , i.e. rUL
(sP1 ), can
2
be obtained as

one to problem (26) (which is denoted by s⋆P1 ). Once the
optimal value of s⋆P1 is obtained, the optimal values for the
remaining variables can be directly attained: s⋆P0 =Sapp −s⋆P1 ,
(i)⋆

M (s⋆P1 ) as in (30), sP

as in (27)-(28), t⋆UL =

βDL s⋆P
1

βDL s⋆P
1
⋆
rUL

⋆
with rUL

in (41), and t⋆DL = RDL,max . The procedure is included in Table I.
D. Analysis of Complexity
As shown in (30)-(32), the order of activation of the
(i)
VMs depends only on the values of τB . Therefore, the
complexity of the proposed solution grows linearly with the
number of VMs, because the order of activation of the VMs
is known. Note that the exhaustive search solution, which
searches among all possible combinations of active VMs, has
an exponential complexity with the number of VMs. Notably,
the robust designs for application offloading have exactly the
same complexity as for the case of perfect CSI, since the robust
strategies do only impact on the acquisition of the system
parameters.
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS

This section presents some numerical results to illustrate the
⋆
rUL
(sP1 ) =arg min
eUL (rUL )
(40)
concepts
presented in previous sections when several VMs
rUL
are
available.
Each VM and BH link has its own features,
subject to rUL,min (sP1 ) ≤ rUL ≤ RUL,max .
(i)
(i)
captured through the parameters τ P and τB , regarding
As eUL (tUL , sUL ) is jointly convex w.r.t. tUL and sUL , eUL (rUL ) computational capability and non-ideal BH connection with
⋆
is a quasi-convex function of rUL , and so rUL
(sP1 ) can be the serving AP. As an example, we consider up to 5 available
{1,2,3,4,5}
computed as follows:
VMs with τ P
={5, 2.5, 2.5, 0.5, 0.5}×10−8 s/bit and
{1,2,3,4,5}
⎧
τB
={0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4} s. The rest of the parameters
r
(s ), if ŘUL < rUL,min (sP1 ),
⎪
⎪
⎪ UL,min P1
⋆
(1)
rUL
(sP1 )= ⎨ ŘUL ,
if rUL,min (sP1 )≤ŘUL ≤RUL,max ,
are: εP0 =8.6 × 10−8 J/bit, τP0 =2τ P , ktx,1 =0.4 W, ktx,2 =18,
⎪
⎪
−3
⎪
if ŘUL > RUL,max ,
krx,1 =0.4 W, krx,2 =2.86 × 10
W/Mbps, βUL =1, βDL =0.2,
⎩ RUL,max ,
(41) WUL =10 MHz, WDL =10 MHz, Ptx,MT =100 mW, Ptx,AP =100
where ŘUL is the value of rUL for which eUL (rUL ) is lowest. mW. The application considered for offloading among multiple
Finally, each subproblem reduces to a one-dimensional VMs is the compression of a set of files with a total size of
(n)
(n)
search to find the value of sP1 , with S̃P1 ,min ≤sP1 ≤S̃P1 ,max , that Sapp =5 Mbytes.
minimizes the function fo (sP1 ):
The parameters related with the computation speed and
the computation energy consumption of the MT, τP0 and
⋆
fo (sP1 )=βUL sP1 eUL (rUL (sP1 ))−εP0 sP1 +βDL sP1 eDL (RDL,max ),
εP0 , are taken from [20], which were derived from the
(42)
experimental measurements provided in [10, Table 10] for a
which is a convex function w.r.t. sP1 because eUL (tUL , sUL )
mobile device running a Gzip compression application. The
is jointly convex w.r.t. tUL and sUL and eDL (tDL , sDL ) is
parameters related to the communication energy consumption
jointly convex w.r.t. tDL and sDL . Note that the actual energy
of the MT, namely ktx,1 , ktx,2 , krx,1 , krx,2 , are also taken from
consumption of the MT is εP0 Sapp +fo (sP1 ) and, therefore,
[20], which were computed through numerical regressions to
fo (sP1 ) is the difference between the energy consumption with
be aligned with the experimental measurements provided in
and without offloading.
[26] for an LTE-MT dongle. As for the VMs parameters, we
Since all the subproblems are convex, simple methods can
have considered that the VMs can compute the user application
be applied to calculate the optimal solution to each subprobbetween 2 and 20 times faster (note that it is not only a
lem, such as for instance the bisection method [39]. Note that
matter of the CPU speed, but also of the computation resources
the bisection method converges with exponential speed to the
available for this particular MT and the BH capacity when
value of sP1 minimizing fo (sP1 ) in (42), with a resolution
(i)
(i)
better than a given percentage of the length of the interval uploading and downloading, i.e., {CVM,UL } and {CVM,DL }).
(n)
(n)
S̃P1 ,min ≤sP1 ≤S̃P1 ,max (i.e. only 7 iterations are required for a
A. Offloading with Perfect Acquisition
resolution of 1% of the interval length).
Summarizing, the solution reduces to search the best value
In this section we evaluate the performance and offloading
of sP1 for each of the N possible intervals (n=1, ...,N ). The decision under perfect acquisition of CSI and BH parameters.
sP1 providing a lower value for fo (sP1 ) will be the optimal
Fig. 2 (top) illustrates the distribution of the total offloaded
2 For a feasible s
load among the different VMs, for different sizes of such
P1 , condition rUL,min (sP1 )≤RUL,max will be fulfilled.
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Fig. 2: Load distribution among VMs (top) and time spent for the remote processing
and data exchange through the BH (bottom) vs. the size of the offloaded load (sP1 ).

load (i.e. sP1 ). As proved in previous sections, the order of
(i)
activation of the VMs depends only on the values of τB . Only
for high computational loads, all VMs become active. Fig. 2
(bottom) shows the time required for the remote processing,
including the time for data exchange among the serving AP
and the VMs through the BH, versus the size of the remote
computational load sP1 . We present such a result for different
numbers of available VMs (although an available VM may
not be necessarily active). As expected, having more VMs
available allows reducing the time required for the remote
processing, particularly for high computational loads, as in
this case more VMs become active.
In the following figures, we assess the impact of having
several VMs available on the offloading process, for two different values of the channel gain normalized to the noise power,
2
2
i.e. ρ=σh2 /σn2 with σh2 =σh,UL
=σh,DL
, and nAP =nMT =1. ρ=15 dB
and ρ=25 dB are used in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. The
figures show the percentage of energy saving of the MT w.r.t.
doing all the computation locally (top), the number of active
VMs (middle), and the total time spent (bottom), for different
numbers of available VMs. The horizontal axis corresponds
to the maximum latency allowed for the application to be
completed, Lmax .
For ρ=15 dB (see Fig. 3), we observe that as the total latency
constraint Lmax increases, all the files are processed locally.
The reason is that for the parameters considered and from
an energy consumption point of view, doing the processing
locally is better, since for these channel conditions the energy
required for the communication is greater than the saving
coming from doing the processing remotely. As a result, only
when the time required for doing all the processing locally
is greater than Lmax , part of the processing is shifted to
the VMs. This is done at the expenses of increasing the
energy consumption at the MT (this is why the energy saving
is negative in Fig. 3-top). Restricting the latency constraint
increases the amount of files to be compressed remotely and,
therefore, the number of active VMs. Note that having more
VMs available allows decreasing the value of Lmax for which
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Fig. 3: Energy saving at the MT when offloading (top), number of active VMs (middle),
and total time spent (bottom) vs. the total latency constraint (Lmax ) for ρ=15 dB.
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Fig. 4: Energy saving at the MT when offloading (top), number of active VMs (middle),
and total time spent (bottom) vs. the total latency constraint (Lmax ) for ρ=25 dB.

problem (26) is feasible. For the given total files size, the 5-th
VM is never activated.
When the channel conditions improve (ρ=25 dB, in Fig.
4), the energy consumption in the communication is reduced,
making the offloading worthy. In this case, if the total latency
constraint allows it, all the files will be compressed remotely.

Total time spent [s]

If Lmax is not high enough, some of the files will have to
be processed locally to fulfill the total latency constraint. In
this case, having more VMs allows processing more data with
lower processing time. For such a reason, having more VMs
available reduces the energy consumption at the MT and also
the total time spent, as it can be observed in Fig. 4. Again,
for the given total files size, the 5-th VM is never activated.
Finally, let us note that Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate the
energy-latency trade-off in application offloading: the lower
the maximum tolerated latency, the lower is the reduction in
the energy consumption (i.e., the higher the energy is). As it is
shown in the figures, the trade-off is improved (i.e., for a given
tolerated latency, the energy consumption is lower) when the
SNR increases and/or when more VMs are available.
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τ ) for ρ=25 dB and Lmax =4 s.

Offloaded data (%)

In this section we evaluate the impact of imperfect acquisition of BH parameters and CSI on the performance and the
offloading decision, assuming that all the 5 VMs are available.
To analyze the robust design against imperfect BH parameters acquisition, we consider different uncertainties in the
acquisition of the BH round-trip delay of the 2-nd VM (i.e.
(2)
τ in (11)), for ρ=25 dB, Lmax =4 s, and nAP =nMT =1. Fig.
5 (top) displays the offloaded load distribution among the
(2)
different VMs versus τ , and Fig. 5 (bottom) shows the
total time spent. When the uncertainty in the acquisition of
(2)
BH parameters related to the 2-nd VM increases (i.e. as τ
increases), then less bytes are sent to be processed at that VM
until it becomes inactive. However, as the wireless channel
conditions are good, those bytes are distributed among the
remaining available VMs, hence resulting in the activation of
the 5-th VM and increasing as well the load of the 4-th VM.
The total time spent increases because the processing is done
in VMs that are farther and/or with lower capabilities, but the
increase of the total time spent is shown to be very slight.
To assess the robust design against imperfect CSI acquisition, we consider separately the impact of imperfect CSI
due to channel estimation errors in the training phase and
due to feedback delay errors (as detailed in Section II-C1).
Results are averaged among 100 channel realizations and
different MIMO configurations are considered: nAP =nMT =1,
nAP =nMT =2, and nAP =nMT =3. pin = 0.9 is used in (7).
First, Fig. 6 depicts the energy saving of the MT w.r.t.
doing all the computation locally (top), and the percentage
of offloaded data (bottom), versus the transmit SNR used to
T
, see (46)) for ρ=25
estimate DL and UL channels (γ̄= Ptrain
2
σn
dB, Lmax =4 s, and fd tdel =0 (i.e. no feedback delay errors).
To fairly compare different MIMO configurations, we use the
transmit SNR γ̄ in the horizontal axis, so that γUL =γ̄/nMT ,
γDL =γ̄/nAP in (4)-(5) (see (46)). As it is expected, when
the transmit SNR is reduced, the amount of offloaded data
is decreased until all data is processed locally at the MT.
This is because, when channel estimates are not trusty, the
energy consumption in DL/UL is greater and the DL/UL
rates are diminished as compared to the perfect CSI case
due to the robust designs. It is interesting to note that large
MIMO configurations involve large estimation errors because
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Fig. 6: Energy saving at the MT when offloading (top) and percentage of offloaded
data (bottom) vs. the transmit SNR for channel estimation (γ̄) for ρ=25 dB, Lmax =4 s,
and fd tdel =0.

the total power is distributed among the different antennas
and hence less power is available per antenna element for
channel estimation. For that reason, large γ̄ is needed to start
offloading with the robust design when larger MIMO setups
are considered; however, once offloading is activated and the
transmit SNR for channel estimation is good, larger MT energy
saving is obtained when the number of antennas increases.
Second, Fig. 7 shows the energy saving of the MT w.r.t.
doing all the computation locally (top), and the percentage
of offloaded data (bottom), versus the time delay for channel
estimation normalized to the inverse of the Doppler frequency
(i.e. fd tdel in (4)-(5)) for ρ=25 dB, Lmax =4 s, and γ̄→∞ (i.e. no
channel estimation errors in the training phase). In this case,
when the value of the time delay for CSI acquisition increases
then the energy savings are lower as compared to the perfect
CSI case. Large MIMO configurations are more sensitive to
feedback delay errors because, although the variances of the
2
2
errors (σUL
and σDL
) are the same (see (51)), more coefficients
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s, and γ̄→∞.

have to be estimated and thus the uncertainty regions in (6)
are enlarged (or, equivalently, UL and DL in (7) increase).
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we consider a system in which a given amount
of data located at an MT has to be processed by an application.
In this system, there are several VMs that could potentially
process parts of the data if it is decided to offload such data
to the VMs through an AP to which the MT is wirelessly
connected. The objective is to minimize the total energy that
the MT will spend (accounting for the wireless transmission
and the processing of the data that is kept at the MT) while
fulfilling a maximum latency constraint in the processing of
all the data. In other words, the trade-off between the energy
spent by the MT and the experienced delay is exploited. Such
minimization of the energy is performed by optimizing the
parameters related to the wireless connection between the
MT and the AP, and by deciding how much data is kept for
processing at the MT and how the rest of the data is distributed
among the VMs. Accordingly, this paper extends the results in
[20], where only one VM available at the AP was considered.
In our case, we assume that the additional close and remote
VMs are connected to the serving AP through non-ideal BH
links and that the acquisition of the system parameters (such
as the CSI of the wireless connection and the characteristics
of the BH links) is imperfect.
From the optimization of the system, we have concluded
that when several VMs are available, there is an optimal
order in the activation of the VMs to which the data is sent
to be processed. Such activation order is proved to depend
exclusively on the delay of the BH connection between each
VM and the serving AP. Furthermore, we have obtained the
optimal distribution of the computational load among the set of
active VMs. According to the proposed optimization solution,
we have evaluated numerically the impact of increasing the
number of available VMs on both the energy consumption
of the MT and the total time required to complete the data

processing. We have observed that, as expected, having more
available VMs improves the energy-latency trade-off, although
the actual number of active VMs depends on the offloaded
load.
To deal with imperfect acquisition of the system parameters
(i.e., radio channels for UL and DL transmissions, and BH
characterization in terms of capacity and round-trip delay),
worst-case robust designs have been proposed. Also, the error
uncertainty regions have been related to the physical parameters for channel estimation (i.e., SNR, Doppler frequency, and
time delay). It has been observed that offloading decisions
become more conservative as the uncertainty in CSI and BH
parameters acquisition increases. In the imperfect CSI case,
offloading is more affected as the number of antennas increases
because more channels have to be estimated. About imperfect
acquisition of the BH parameters, it is shown that having
imperfectly acquired BH links induces a redistribution of the
load among the VMs whose links have been acquired reliably.
Although this paper has dealt only with the case of a
single-user scenario, the proposed strategy could be taken as
a basis for a multi-user setup. In that case, each user would
have its latency constraints, and the resources (in the radio
link, in the BH links, and in the VMs) should be shared.
This would produce a coupled problem, consisting of both
resource allocation and application offloading, that could be
significantly more complex depending on the strategy adopted
for the resource allocation. In this regard, some initial works
with simplified assumptions have been done by the same
authors in [40] for a single VM. However, the complete
generalization is still to be done and is left for future work.
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A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF L EMMA 1
Let us focus on the CSI acquisition in the UL transmission.
The same result applies to the DL transmission with the appropriate variables. For the sake of simplicity in the notation, let
us drop subindexes related to UL and DL. Let H∈CnAP ×nMT be
the actual channel, for which it is assumed that its components
are i.i.d. complex circularly symmetric Gaussian distributed3
with zero mean and variance σh2 .
Our objective is to derive the statistics of the actual channel
H conditioned on the observations in the training phase.
We will see that the conditional probability density function
corresponds to a Gaussian distribution, whose mean (which is,
in fact, the MMSE Bayesian channel estimate) will be represented by Ĥ and whose variance will be denoted by σ 2 . We
will also see that this variance is related to the imperfections
3 For simplicity, we assume that the components of H are i.i.d., although
the analysis could be extended to the correlated case with the proper notation
and manipulation.
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that generate the errors (namely, channel estimation errors and
feedback delay errors) and is given by (4)-(5).
Consider that channel estimation is performed during
a training phase, for which orthogonal training sequences
T∈CnMT ×T are employed to estimate the channel, being T the
T
,
number of channel uses and TTH =αI. Note that α= Pntrain
MT
where Ptrain denotes the total transmission power during the
training phase. Hence, the received signal Y∈CnAP ×T during
the training phase can be expressed as [28]
Y = Hd T + N,

(43)

where Hd ∈CnAP ×nMT is a delayed version of the actual channel H (which follows the same distribution as H) and
N∈CnAP ×T is the noise matrix, which is composed of i.i.d.
complex circularly symmetric Gaussian components with zero
mean, variance σn2 , and is assumed to be independent of
H. The components of H and Hd are correlated through
the channel variability model and its correlation depends on
the Doppler frequency fd and the time delay tdel in the
channel estimation. In particular, for Jake’s model, we have
E{[H]i,j [Hd ]∗m,n }=σh2 J0 (2πfd tdel )δi,m δj,n (i.e. each component of the channel matrix changes throughout time independently from the other components) [29].
Under this setting, we focus on characterizing the distribution of the actual channel H conditioned on the received signal
Y during the training phase, i.e. f (H∣Y) [30]. It is well known
that f (H∣Y) follows a Gaussian distribution when H and N
are jointly Gaussian distributed [41], so we need to find its
mean and variance. Furthermore, it can be shown that if we
define:
1
(44)
H̄ = YTH ,
α
then H̄ is a sufficient statistic to estimate the actual channel
H or, equivalently, f (H∣Y)=f (H∣H̄). By including expression
(43) into (44), we can express the sufficient statistics H̄ as
H̄ = Hd + E,

(45)

where the components of E are i.i.d. complex circularly
σ2
symmetric Gaussian with zero mean, variance σe2 = αn , and
independent of the actual channel H. Let us define γ as the
transmit SNR for channel estimation, i.e.
Ptrain T
α
γ= 2
=
,
(46)
σn nMT σn2
so that σe2 =1/γ.
Therefore, from now on, we focus on computing the distribution f (H∣H̄). The mean of H∣H̄ determines the center
of the uncertainty region, which coincides with the MMSE
Bayesian channel estimate: Ĥ=E{H∣H̄} [28]. The variance of
H∣H̄ determines the size (more precisely, the radius) of the
uncertainty region. Note, however, that the MMSE Bayesian
channel estimate Ĥ might differ from the sufficient statistics
H̄.
To compute the mean and the variance of H∣H̄, we use the
following statistical result in Lemma 2 that is derived from
[42, Prop. 3.13].
Lemma 2: Given two random variables a and b that

are jointly Gaussian distributed with means E{a}=µa
and E{b}=µb , variances σa2 and σb2 , respectively,
∗
Cab =E{(a−µa )(b−µb )∗ }, and Cba =E{(b−µb )(a−µa )∗ }=Cba
,
then:
Cba
Eb∣a {b∣a} = µb + 2 (a − µa ),
(47)
σa
Cba Cab
.
(48)
Cb∣a = E{∣b − Eb∣a {b∣a}∣2 ∣a} = σb2 −
σa2
Under the previous assumptions concerning the
channel statistics, channel temporal-variation model,
and channel estimation procedure, we can apply the
previous Lemma 1 component by component for
the matrices involved (since these components are
independent) by taking ai,j =[H̄]i,j =[Hd ]i,j +[E]i,j and
bi,j =[H]i,j
with
µa =0,
µb =0,
σa2 =σh2 +σe2 =σh2 +1/γ,
2
2
σb =σh ,
∀i, j.
For
Jake’s
time-variation
model,
Cba =E{[H]i,j [H̄]∗i,j }=E{[H]i,j [Hd ]∗i,j }=σh2 J0 (2πfd tdel )
and Cab =Cba [29]. Accordingly, by using Lemma 2,
we obtain the MMSE Bayesian channel estimate as the
conditional mean of the actual channel H given the sufficient
statistics H̄:
Ĥ = E{H∣H̄} =

σh2 J0 (2πfd tdel )
J0 (2πfd tdel )
H̄ =
H̄.
σh2 + 1/γ
1 + σ21 γ

(49)

h

Similarly, through Lemma 2, we get the variance of the
actual channel H given the sufficient statistics H̄ as:
σ2

= σh2 −
= σh2

(σh2 J0 (2πfd tdel ))2
σh2 + 1/γ

⎛ 1 + σh2 γ(1 − J02 (2πfd tdel )) ⎞
,
1 + σh2 γ
⎝
⎠

(50)

and, thus, the characterization is completed.
For the sake of completeness, let us analyze the result in
(49)-(50) under extreme cases. If there is no channel estimation
error (i.e. γ→∞), then:
Ĥ = J0 (2πfd tdel )H̄,

σ 2 = σh2 (1 − J02 (2πfd tdel )).

(51)

On the other hand, if there is no feedback delay error (i.e.
J0 (0)=1), then:
Ĥ =

1
1+

1
2γ
σh

H̄,

σ2 =

σh2
.
1 + σh2 γ

(52)

In addition, for γ→∞ (i.e. no error in the training phase), Ĥ=H̄
and σ 2 =0, so that full reliability is given to the observation.
However, for γ→0, Ĥ=0 and σ 2 =σh2 , so that only prior information is taken into account and the observation is discarded.
This verifies the coherence of the obtained result.
Based on all the previous results, we conclude that the actual
channel can be written as
H = Ĥ + ∆,

(53)

where ∆ is a matrix of i.i.d. complex circularly symmetric
Gaussian entries with zero mean and variance σ 2 given by
(50). This model is used to characterize the uncertainty regions
in Section II-C1 in the present paper.
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(i) (i)

A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 1
(i)

Given sP1 , the optimal distribution of {sP } to problem (26) is the one that minimizes the overall latency
(i) (i)
(i)
L= max(sP0 τP0 , tUL + maxi (τ P sP +τB )+tDL ) or, equiva(i) (i)
(i)
lently, that minimizes the maximum value of sP τ P +τB .
This would allow enlarging the sets of feasible values for
tUL and tDL (making constraints C3, C4 and C6 looser) and,
therefore, the cost function in (26) could be further reduced.
(i)
This distribution of {sP } can be obtained as the solution to
the following optimization problem:
minimize l
(i)

{sP >0}
(i) (i)

(i)

subject to sP τ P + τB ≤ l
M (i)
∑i=1 sP

for i = 1, ..., M,

= sP1 .

(54)
(i) (i)

(i)

In (54), l is minimized when all the terms sP τ P +τB are
equal4 , i.e.:
(i) (i)

(i)

(1) (1)

(1)

sP τ P + τB = sP τ P + τB for i = 2, ..., M.

(55)

Combining (55) with the constraint ∑M
i=1 sP =sP1 , we may
(1)
(1) (1)
compute τB +sP τ P and then:
(i)

sP1 + ∑M
j=1
(i)

sP =

τ P ∑M
j=1
(i)

(j)

τB

(i)

(j)

τP
1

(j)
τP

−

τB

(i)

for i = 1, ..., M.

(56)

τP

(i)

If M is computed according to (29), the values of of sP
in (56) are positive. Therefore, problem (54) is feasible and
its solution is:
sP1 + ∑M
i=1
(1) (1)

(1)

l⋆ (sP1 ) = sP τ P + τB =

M

∑i=1

(i)

τB

(i)

τP

1
(i)
τP

.

(57)

We still need to prove that the optimal set of active VMs
is {1, ..., M }, if M is computed according to (29). To that
end, we need to prove that no other set can do better. Assume
we add the K-th VM, with K>M . From (29) and from (57),
(K)
it follows that τB ≥l⋆ (sP1 ). Therefore, if this VM entered
(K) (K)
(K)
in the active set, as sP τ P +τB >l⋆ (sP1 ), the latency of
the whole process would be increased. As a conclusion, we
cannot do better by adding another VM to the set {1, ..., M }.
(i)
Additionally, (29) implies that sP >0 for i=1, ..., M and we
(i) ⋆
(i) (i)
have shown that sP τ P +τB =l (sP1 ) for i=1, ..., M . Assume
we remove the K-th VM, with K≤M . In this case, we
(K)
should distribute the load of this VM, i.e. {sP }, among
4 This

can be justified as follows. Let us assume that not all the terms

(i) (i)
(i)
(j)
(j) (j)
sP τ P +τB are equal. We define the sets Im ={j ∶ sP τ P +τB =
(i) (i)
(i)
mini (sP τ P +τB )} (i.e., the set of the indexes for the lowest terms)
(j) (j)
(j)
(i) (i)
(i)
and IM ={j ∶ sP τ P +τB = maxi (sP τ P +τB )} (i.e., the set of the

indexes for the highest terms). In this situation, we could increase the variables
(j)
(j)
sP for all j ∈ Im and, at the same time, decrease the variables sP for all
M (i)
j ∈ IM while keeping the sum ∑i=1 sP constant. This would allow to
(i) (i)
(i)
find a new configuration for which maxi (sP τ P +τB ) is reduced, which
implies by contradiction that the optimal solution is attained when all the
(i) (i)
(i)
terms sP τ P +τB are equal.

(i)

the remaining VMs. This would increase sP τ P +τB for
some (or all) of the remaining VMs, and the latency would be
increased. As a conclusion, we cannot do better by removing
a VM from the set {1, ..., M }.
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